Eight flights have been launched between the cities of Tehran and Bushehr, the director general of Bushehr Provra
iince Airports Company announced. “Four of these
fflights are operated by ATA Airlines using McDonnell
Douglas aircraft with a capacity of 170 passengers on
Do
Saturdays and Tuesdays,” IRNA also quoted Kamal DeSatu
hqan-Manshadi as saying. The other four flights will be ophqan-M
erated by Taban Airlines also using MD aircraft with the same
passenger capacity. With the new flights, the number of weekly
Bushehr International Airport has now reached 70 for
flights at B
Tehran-Bushehr route.
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Ancient Animal Motifs back to Life
in Metal Embossing Art Collection
ranian artist Sorayya Mohammadi has used a
number of ancient Iranian animal motifs to create
her latest collection of copper embossing art.
She has carried out an in-depth study on art common
among the Scythians, the Eurasian nomads that inhabited
large areas of the western and central Eurasian Steppe
from about the 9th century BC up until the 4th century AD,
as well as on the Lurs.
She learned that the two ethnic groups have deeply influenced art with their animal motifs during the Achaemenid
era and in other successive dynasties in the region.
“This study also pushed me to learn how they used the
animal motifs to create the fascinating metal embossing
artworks that still remain,” Mohammadi said in a press release published on Monday.
Afterward, she decided to use some of the images and patterns to build up a copper embossing art collection, which
is scheduled to be showcased in an exhibition opening at
Tehran’s Mess Negar Gallery on Friday.
Many Iranian artisans are still working in the field of embossing art, but Mohammadi said they need to distance
themselves from their current boring patterns and designs,
and to create something new. The exhibition will run until
January 14 at the gallery that can be found at No. 5 in the
Park Prince Building on Molla Sadra Highway.
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Spies Felt Mysterious
Force from Egypt’s Great Pyramid
KGB spies claimed to
have come across a
bizarre ‘magnetic force’
which investigating Egypt’s
Great Pyramid, according to a
documentary.
Kremlin chiefs reportedly sent
Russian agents to the ancient
site after scientists wrote in a
1960s report that the discovery
was ‘unexplainable’, dailystar.
co.uk wrote. The secret report
even added that a ‘partial decoded message on tomb wall
indicates a prophecy of the
return of ancient winged gods’.
Spies also claimed
to have found
‘ancient

M

relics’ including ‘one particularly mummified body, one stone
sarcophagus, and eight hieroglyphic samples”. Speaking on
Amazon Prime documentary
‘The Secret KGB Files’, a former diplomatic courier for the
Soviet Union described
how he moved documents from Cairo to
Moscow. He who
claimed the key
document
said: “My
agents

have secured the notes of one
of the scientists working on the
tomb of the visitor finding. “During inspection of the wall
segment we noted
an
odd
sen-

sation, a magnetic repulsive
force seemed to be emanating
from the rock. “We were unable
to find any scientific explanation.” This document and
others reveal that Kremlin
chiefs were seriously
investigating
the
myth of the pyramid. In

the following decades, conspiracy theorists have also claimed
the structures held strange secrets. There have even been
claims that aliens helped Egyptians build the pyramids, or that
the ancient civilization simply
came across them. Historian
Matt Sibson said there is evidence that proves the pyramids
were built more than 5,000
years earlier than existing
records. He added the
Egyptians may have
simply discovered
them,
rather
than
built
them.

Walnut Chocolate
Cookies (Sweets)
Iranian style Walnut Chocolate cookie
(Sweets) is a bit different. It is not crunchy/
crispy as your typical cookie. Walnut chocolate cookies are soft and sweet. Walnut
chocolate cookie contains good amount of
manganese and has no cholesterol, but it
is a high in sugar.
■ Ingredients:
5.2 oz (150g) Walnuts, 1 Cup Sugar,
5.2 oz (150g) Pasteurized, 4 Large Egg
Whites, 2 Tbsp All-Purpose Flour, 1/2
Tsp Unsweetened Cocoa Powder, 1/4 Tsp
Vanilla Extract, 1/8 Tsp Baking Soda, 1/2
Tbsp White Vinegar.

■ Preparations: Grind the walnuts.
■ Directions: Combine the ground walnuts with sugar in a bowl. Whisk the egg
whites until fluffy. Whisk in the walnuts and
sugar mixture. Stir in cocoa powder, vanilla extract, baking soda, white vinegar, and
flour. Transfer the mixture into a saucepan.
Over medium-low heat, heat the mixture
until it’s thicker (about 20 minutes) while
stirring the entire time. Note: It is important to keep string as it prevents the white
eggs from cluster. Turn the heat off and allow the mixture to cool down thoroughly.
Using a pastry bag (tip of your choice),
transfer the mixture over cookie pan covered with parchment paper. Preheat oven
to 350º F (177º C), bake the cookies for
20 minutes.

Khorheh Temple:

Archaeological

Site in Iran
Khorheh means the location
where the sun rises. Khorheh Historical Site in central region of Mahallat, during the time of the Parthians in
the village of Khorheh in Mahallat, raised
like a temple from the earth and its works
remains up to now.
‘There is a temple in southern part of Arak,
on the way to Kashan, with two Greek columns still standing strong…’ this is what
Louis Vanden Berghe, Belgian archeologist, has written in his book: Archeology
of Iran. The columns he was talking about
are made from quality Travertine stone,
locally mined in Mahallat, the holder of
large deposits of this mineral stone in
Iran. Seventy peaks of mountain range
are situated at the northern border of this
3550 Sq. meters temple. The evidences
of the presence of mankind in the fire temple region dates back to two millenniums
B.C. Khorheh Temple has been in service
also as palace and gathering point for national and religious ceremonies.
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Young Iranian Girl Dreaming for Sitting Down
reams come in many different ways, one wishes to have a home, another is wishing
for a child, and others, hoping to get a decent job, but it’s a bit odd a person whishes
to sit down like everyone else and feel comfortable with his health. Mansoureh says
that when she was taking the diploma, she lost the opportunity to sit down, and since doctors in Arak were unable to cure her, she departed to Tehran, “I visited numerous doctors
in Tehran, and after several times I had surgery on the neck, pelvis and hands no tangible
result has been obtained.’ ‘In my last spinal surgery, after six months my left foot was shortened and my movement was getting harder.’ Alireza Amani, an expert in bone and joints
surgery commented on Mansoureh’s disease and said, ‘The patient is suffering from ‘Scoliosis’, meaning’ one-sided spinal curving,’ and since the pelvis does not move, the spine is
curved.’ He continued that spinal deviation has been caused by the disease, and the joints
swollen and with the calcium deposits in the bones, the patient suffered severe movement
constraints. The Iranian handicap’s father died years ago, thus has no financier to undertake
her costly medication. Imam Khomeini Relief Committee is the only organ in charge of enduring the cost for her treatment.
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